Facilities and Services wants to congratulate all of the Spring 2019 graduates. Graduation begins a busy summer season for campus renovations and Summer Make Ready in preparation for Opening day in August. This summer the second phase of renovations for Housing and Residence Life will take place. Crews have begun the demolition work in Vista Del Monte buildings S, T, U, V, W and X. The facilities will be renovated to include paint, carpet, and new cabinetry. Buildings S and T are being upgraded to refrigerated air conditioning. Rhodes Garret Hamiel Hall will be receiving a new roof this summer as well as interior renovations to the student rooms. The students will find the rooms with new paint, and vinyl flooring. Students returning to Chamisa II will find their apartments painted, new flooring in the living spaces, and carpet in the bedrooms. This work will help provide a great student experience for our Housing residents.

The Custodial staff will be performing the final cleaning and preparations of the Housing spaces for opening day. This year we are committed to leave Custodians who work in our Administrative buildings in place and not disrupt the cleaning services. We will provide normal cleaning services to Hadley Hall, Dove Hall, Anderson Hall, Fulton Athletic Center, Corbett Center, Campus Police, Academic Research, Educational Services, NMDA, Wooton Hall, and the Genesis Center. Providing coverage to campus may require reassignment of current custodial staff but there will be no lapse in service.

We are ready for the busy summer schedule. If you have any questions or concerns please contact your Building Monitor, or call the Work Order Desk at 646-7114.

Have a safe and happy Summer!
People – Our Most Important Resource - Welcome Aboard To -

**Director of Facilities Maintenance, Paul Ponce**

Paul joins Facilities Operations as the new Director of Facilities Maintenance. He has over 28 years of experience in Facilities Operations. He began his career as an HVAC technician and progressed through the Ranks to NMSU Mechanical Shop Supervisor. He left NMSU in 2011 to become the Dona Ana County Chief Deputy Assessor. In October 2018 he returned to NMSU as the Utilities Supervisor and recently became the Director. Paul is responsible for managing facilities maintenance and repair of the campus buildings. If you have any building questions please contact him at 646-5782.

**Customer Service Assistant, Leslie Martinez-Crotteau**

Leslie is our new Customer Service Assistant at the Work Order Desk. She has over 16 years of Customer Service experience in the hotel industry, call centers, and private enterprise. Her dedication to customer service makes her a welcomed addition to our Work Order desk. If you have any questions about work orders please call her at 646-7114.

**HR Representative, Adriana Delgado**

Adriana is our new HR Representative here at FS. She gained approximately six years HR related experience with a trucking company before she joined NMSU. In this short month and half that Adriana has been with us she is already working independently on many tasks, she is a quick learner, and has a friendly and fun disposition. If you have not met her, yet please come and introduce yourself or call her at 646-1252.
JOHNATHAN URQUIDI, Fire Department, Student Aide; JAIME GONZALES, Groundskeeper; MARIA GARCIA, Custodial Worker; JOSE LUNA DOMINGUEZ, Custodial Worker; LUZ ORALIA GUILLEN, Custodial Worker; MARIA RAMIREZ, Custodial Worker; ESTHER ROBLEDO, Custodial Worker; ALMA ARAGON, Custodial Worker; MAGDA BUELLAR, Custodial Worker; MICHAEL VIELMA, Assistant Project Manager; and JOSEPH SALCIDO, Locksmith.

BEST WISHES TO -
HILDA NEVAREZ, HR Representative; JOSE RENTERIA, Facilities Technician; DAVID ROOT, Electrician; HECTOR MORENO, Plant Operator; JOE RAMIREZ, HVAC Mechanical Lead; JOHN BROWN, Plumber; LUIS RIOS, Recycling Technician; and MATTHEW LARA, Painter.

Professional Milestones

Congratulations to Alfredo Acevedo on obtaining his NM EE98 License. He is the qualifying party for all licensed electrical work on the NMSU main campus. He is responsible for obtaining NM Electrical Work permits, verifies electrical technician training hours, and inspects the work of our Journeyman electricians.

AVP GLEN HAUBOLD RETIREMENT RECEPTION

Glen has almost 45 years of experience in facilities management starting as a student employee at Texas Christian University in Fort Worth, Texas. This is the fourth university he has worked for, and he is active in APPA, the Association of Higher Education Facilities Officers, serving on the Board of Directors. He has presented 16 times at conferences, taught 25 supervisor-training classes at universities across the U.S., and published twice, recently completing a peer-reviewed, formal research paper on budgeting for facilities in higher education. During Glen’s time here at NMSU Facilities and Services won the APPA Award for Excellence in 2016; this is the highest organizational honor and APPA does not give them away, it is a significant achievement.
CONGRATULATIONS GLEN HAUBOLD!

ENJOY YOUR RETIREMENT!

UNLESS OF COURSE YOU HAVE OTHER PLANS......

Go AGGIES!
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It’s On Us is a national campaign introduced by President Obama and Vice President Biden as a part of the “White House Task Force against Sexual Assault”. The campaign challenged students and staff to take the It’s On Us pledge which is:

- To recognize that non-consensual sex is sexual assault;
- To identify situations in which sexual assault may occur;
- To intervene in situations where consent has not or cannot be given; and
- To create an environment in which sexual assault is unacceptable and survivors are supported.

NMSU’s student government, athletic department and student-athletes, Greek organizations, Faculty Senate, Employee Council, and Administration have embraced It’s On Us and participate in events. It’s On Us pledging and education/outreach events are scheduled at various times throughout the year.

The annual Aggie Memorial ceremony is to remember NMSU students, employees and alumni who have died in the past year. The NMSU FD will display the garrison flag near the entrance and be part of the bell-ringing ceremony. This year’s ceremony was May 1, 2019 at the Spiritual Center.
GROUNDS DEPARTMENT

Ramiro Carrillo, Christian Rausch and Joaquin Bertoldo landscaping entryway to Dove Hall.

Ronnie Salinas preparing area for landscaping Dove Hall.

Sign installed where people have tendency to dump trash going towards A mountain.

New sign installed at NMSU Golf course.
Congratulations Class of 2019! Have a fun and safe summer!

Our Sometimes Monday Morning Memo is something Glen started as a way of opening communication with the campus as a community. It highlights Facilities and Services achievements, and on occasions showed, some pretty cool pictures of neat stuff. Glen brought F&S into the 21st century and we can honestly say his influence goes way beyond just us. This is our first edition since Glen retired and as you can see, Executive Director Tim Dobson wrote the opening section and our Senior Admin Carla Anaya produced the graphics and associated comments. We hope you like it. I know, I know, Glen would remind us that “hope is not a strategy”, but it might just apply in this case.

Alton Looney
Interim Associate Vice President for Facilities
One Team / One Goal

Our mission is to efficiently provide a safe, well maintained, and environmentally sustainable university community... ...and it takes each and every one of you.

 AND AS ALWAYS — THANK YOU FOR ALL THAT YOU DO!